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ABOUT THIS EVENT 
On Thin Ice: Addressing the Scientifi c, Economic, Environmental, Cultural, 
and Security Implications of Climate Change in the Arctic Region was held 
December 8-9, 2008, in Monterey, CA. More than 150 participants from diverse 
communities with Arctic interests discussed the challenges and opportunities 
presented by sea ice melt and related factors. Participants represented 
an array of stakeholders, including US and international academic and 
environmental research institutes, indigenous nations, industry companies, 
environmental advocacy groups, nongovernmental organizations, government 
civilian agencies, and the armed forces, among others. These stakeholders 
explored opportunities for cross-community cooperation and alliance building, 
brainstormed strategies for improving environmental data and access, and 
discussed areas of potential emerging confl icts and how best to mitigate them. 
Global Majority is a 501(c)3 nonprofi t organization dedicated 
to promoting non-violent confl ict resolution through 
education and training, networking, and advocacy. We believe 
that an overwhelming majority of the global population 
aspires to live in peace and will embrace the tools and 
reforms necessary to advance this call. For more information 
about Global Majority, please visit www.globalmajority.org.
The Center for Stabilization and Reconstruction Studies
(CSRS) is a teaching institute which develops and 
hosts educational programs for stabilization and 
reconstruction practitioners, including representatives 
from US and international nongovernmental organizations, 
intergovernmental organizations, government civilian agencies, and the armed 
forces. Established by the Naval Postgraduate School in 2004 through the vision 
and congressional support of Representative Sam Farr (CA-17), CSRS creates 
a wide array of programs to foster dialogue among practitioners, as well as to 
help them develop new strategies and refi ne best practices to improve the 
effectiveness of their important global work. 
Located at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, CSRS also 
contributes to the university’s research and graduate degree programs. 
For more information about CSRS, its philosophy, and programs, please visit 
www.csrs-nps.org.
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Faced with a growing body of 
scientifi c evidence, the public 
discourse on climate change has 
changed from debating its existence 
to analyzing its myriad impacts. From 
higher temperatures and extreme 
weather events, to a rapidly depleting 
ozone layer and a melting Arctic ice 
cap, climate change is wreaking havoc 
on the environment and jeopardizing 
the health and well-being of current 
and future generations. Scientists, 
citizens, companies, and nations 
alike have joined the chorus of those 
seeking innovative solutions to slow 
the pace of environmental change 
and minimize its harmful impacts on 
the planet.
For many, the Arctic region, with 
its rapidly disappearing icecaps and 
endangered species, is a powerful 
visual symbol of global climate 
change. Global stakeholders realize 
that the region’s uncertain future 
presents both challenges and 
opportunities. While the melting 
Arctic ice cap has grave implications 
for indigenous peoples and species 
that live in northern regions, it also 
creates new opportunities for nations 
and various commercial and industrial 
concerns eager to navigate the Arctic 
region’s emerging waterways, search 
for new energy sources, and exploit its 
fi sh stocks and other resources. Is the 
Arctic region the last great gold rush, 
affording exciting new possibilities for 
well-positioned, powerful stakeholders 
who can capitalize on its resources? 
Is it a shared resource, where gains 
should be equitably divided among 
geopolitical interests? Is it the 
common heritage of humankind, a 
region that should be judiciously 
protected as an eco-preserve to 
ensure minimal disruption to its 
wildlife and people? Or is it the sole 
province of indigenous peoples, whose 
political rights, cultural customs, 
and ties to the land and the region 
should take precedence over others’ 
economic interests? 
Given that so much is still unknown 
about climate change and its 
impacts on the Arctic region, 
how should humans govern their 
actions? Should nations and 
companies agree to a moratorium 
on resource development, allowing 
scientifi c research to catch up with 
environmental realities and improve 
technology safety? Should commercial 
enterprise be allowed to proceed 
with development unimpeded? Or 
should regional and international 
bodies pass stringent regulations to 
make sure that the Arctic region’s 
visitors abide by standards and 
industry best practices, minimizing 
their environmental footprint and 
protecting the indigenous way of life?
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For many, the Arctic region, with its 
rapidly disappearing icecaps and 
endangered species, is a powerful 
symbol of climate change.”
“
There is no single answer to these 
questions. As a consequence, 
the path forward will necessarily 
involve dialogue and consensus 
building between stakeholders: to 
consider the full array of interests, 
to avoid and mitigate confl ict, and 
to balance current commercial and 
political interests with the needs of 
future generations.
Realizing that the rapidly melting 
Arctic ice cap is not just an 
environmental issue but also a major 
geopolitical concern, the Center 
for Stabilization and Reconstruction 
Studies and Global Majority partnered 
to sponsor a two-day conference for 
diverse stakeholders with interests 
in the Arctic region. On Thin Ice
was designed to help stakeholders 
engage in cross-community dialogue 
and begin designing innovative 
strategies that align multi-lateral 
interests while mitigating current 
and future environmental impacts. 
The conference, which was held 
December 8-9, 2008, in Monterey, 
California, assembled US and 
international representatives from 
academia and environmental research 
institutes, indigenous nations, 
industry companies, environmental 
advocacy groups, nongovernmental 
organizations, government civilian 
agencies, and the armed forces, 
among others. “The Arctic region 
is rife with risk for political 
confrontation and disagreement,” 
said CSRS Program Director 
Mr. Matthew Vaccaro. “We need to 
have the important conversations 
about the Arctic region’s future now, 
so that we can successfully address 
the coming changes.” Concurred 
Vice Admiral Daniel Oliver, US 
Navy (Ret.), President of the Naval 
Postgraduate School: “We are on the 
edge of a new frontier. We’ve learned 
that preventing war is as critical as 
ending war. Trying to predict and 
prepare for the future, as we’re 
attempting to do at this conference, 
is an absolutely critical task.”
Speakers differed in their 
assessments of the political threat 
posed by the melting Arctic ice cap. 
While most said that they did not 
expect violent confl ict to break out 
over Arctic assets, others compared 
emerging geopolitical conditions to 
those experienced during the Cold 
War. However, speakers agreed that 
addressing the numerous challenges 
and opportunities created by the 
melting Arctic ice cap will require a 
new kind of engagement, one that 
crosses the traditional lines that 
have separated nation states and 
civil society and defi ned political 
power structures. This type of 
engagement will also likely occur 
at multiple levels, ranging from 
grassroots community discussions to 
regional and transnational regulatory 
Scientists project an ice-free Arctic potentially as early as 2013, stating that many of their models 
cannot keep pace with the region’s rapid changes.
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bodies to international strategy-
setting forums. “It is imperative that 
we don’t confi ne the discussions 
about Arctic ice melt to the province 
of academicians, scientists, and 
politicians. There are so many 
diverse stakeholders, representing 
different languages, cultures, 
political systems, and economies,” 
said Mr. William W. Monning, 
Member, California State Assembly 
(27th District); co-founder of Global 
Majority; and the conference’s 
keynote speaker. “We need to 
consider their input and develop 
proactive confl ict prevention and 
resolution strategies. The survival 
of humankind and the beauty and 
nature of this planet lies in the 
province of global civil society,” 
added Mr. Monning. 
Conference speakers discussed 
challenges and potential areas of 
confl ict including:
•  Disparate perspectives on Arctic 
region resource development and 
use, including navigation rights, 
energy and mineral development, 
and commercial fi shing. Broadly, 
stakeholders are questioning 
the ethicality, practicality, and 
necessity of developing the Arctic 
region’s resources, while various 
nations and industries are pushing 
for access and rights to sea areas 
that might hold newly accessible 
and economically and politically 
valuable resources.
•  Debate over which stakeholders 
have true title to the Arctic region’s 
resources. The region is populated 
by indigenous peoples with legally 
defensible land titles that have 
been inadequately addressed by 
an incomplete patchwork of multi-
lateral organizations and legislation. 
In addition, there are overlapping 
waterway and continental shelf 
claims. This raises the stakes and 
increases the opportunity for confl ict 
between stakeholders. 
•  Heightened military interest in the 
Arctic region as a strategic line of 
communications and transit point, 
with multiple nations accelerating 
spending for ice-capable vessels; 
resuming naval and air operations; 
and making pointed statements 
with politically provocative 
actions, such as fl ag planting, 
military landings on contested 
land, and passage through 
disputed waterways. 
•  The potential opening of three 
new shipping routes: the Northern 
Sea Route, the Northwest 
Passage, and a navigation 
path over the North Pole when 
these areas become ice-free 
and navigable, which could 
potentially happen by the middle 
of this century. These new routes 
could prove a boon to shippers, 
but could also create intense 
competition for waterway access, 
endangering the Arctic region’s 
pristine environment and wildlife 
with an upsurge in toxic emissions 
and effl uents. Moreover, these new 
strategic waterways may increase 
the threat of global terrorism and 
transnational crime.
•  Growing security concerns about 
the ability to protect national 
boundaries and ensure safety for 
ships and aircraft navigating this 
remote part of the world. 
•  Activist and scientist concerns 
about the environmental impact of 
large-scale development, including 
air and water contamination. 
•  Heated debate over the risk 
of large-scale oil spills due 
to a challenging production 
environment, broken ice 
conditions, and immature ice 
clean-up technologies, which could 
create widespread pollution and 
endanger local people and wildlife 
in the event of an accident.
•  The desire of fi shing companies 
to utilize newly accessible 
waters for commercial fi shing 
at a time when world supplies 
are already declining due to 
high consumption, overfi shing, 
and a warming ocean. Future 
energy development, shipping 
traffi c, and climate change-
induced migration could threaten 
currently vulnerable species. 
On Thin Ice drew representatives from a wide array of communities to consider the challenges 
and opportunities posed by a melting Arctic ice cap. 
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•  Increased pressure on 
Arctic species, as they lose 
natural habitats and food 
sources; experience warming 
temperatures; and are subjected 
to man-made impacts such as 
pollution, viruses, and bacteria, 
as well as seismic and noise 
impacts due to oil and gas drilling.
•  Tension between the 
short-term perspective of 
policymakers, who must 
answer to constituents and 
fi nancial backers, and the 
longer-term investments and 
political commitment required 
to address climate change 
effectively at a time when there 
is considerable uncertainty in 
the international community 
about where to place bets. 
Although they represented a wide 
array of industries, organizations, 
and viewpoints, conference 
speakers all sounded a call to 
action, stating that the time for 
making important decisions about 
the Arctic region’s future is now. 
Climate change’s impacts are so 
far-reaching and are occurring so 
rapidly that this century could well 
see an ice-free Arctic region, with 
all the environmental, political, 
and security ramifi cations that 
such transformation would bring. 
While some of climate change’s 
most pernicious impacts are 
now irreversible, many could be 
tempered by judicious decision 
making, spending, and international 
commitment to strict self-
regulation. Nature itself and the 
Arctic region’s indigenous peoples, 
who possess traditional knowledge 
that dates back thousands of years, 
could provide signifi cant guidance 
on how to navigate these changes. 
“Here is a moment to learn from 
nature rather than dictate it,” 
said Dr. Tatsushi Arai, an 
International Advisory Board 
member of Global Majority.
What is clear is that no single 
country or interest should dominate 
Arctic decision making, as the 
impact of Arctic ice melt will be 
global in scope and many of its 
impacts will be disproportionately 
felt by those closest to the ice. 
Dr. Arai urged practitioners to 
move beyond their own particular 
viewpoint, one he characterized 
as a fi sh-eye view, to a bird’s-
eye view, which considered the 
interconnectedness between 
North and South, between humans 
and nature, between individual 
countries, and across generations. 
Only then, said Dr. Arai, could 
stakeholders make decisions that 
would optimize the planet’s health. 
On Thin Ice provided that bird’s-
eye view, bringing together key 
stakeholders to begin tackling 
the vast challenges and new 




Objectives for On Thin Ice included:
 •  Providing a scientiﬁ c assessment 
 of the future of Arctic climate change
   •  Offering a political-diplomatic 
 overview of the Arctic region
      •  Identifying potential areas 
 of confrontation 
       •  Creating opportunities for 
 developing win-win outcomes
          •  Networking among 
 affected stakeholders 
Here is a moment to learn from nature 
rather than dictate it.
               —  Dr. Tatsushi Arai, Global Majority ”“
The Arctic ice cap is melting faster 
than state-of-the-art scientifi c 
models can track, due to the 
impacts of atmospheric forces, 
including global concentrations of 
CO2, methane, and nitrous oxide, 
and oceanic heat fl ux, stated 
Dr. Wieslaw Maslowski, a research 
associate professor in the Naval 
Postgraduate School’s Department 
of Oceanography. As the ice melts, 
solar heat is absorbed rather than 
refl ected, warming the Arctic 
region at twice the speed as other 
parts of the world. Scientists have 
revised their predictions for an 
ice-free Arctic from 2100 to 2050 
and again to 2013, according to Dr. 
Maslowski. The reason why? Early 
models were too conservative, 
relying on two-dimensional satellite 
imagery which accounted only for 
ice that resided above sea level, 
or 10 to 20 percent of the total ice 
mass.1 More recent data from US 
and British submarines has since 
been able to gauge the thickness 
of submerged ice, which accounts 
for 80 to 90 percent of total Arctic 
ice.2 While scientists are struggling 
to evolve models to address the 
rapid rate of Arctic change, they 
are sounding a cautionary warning 
about the changes they are 
observing. These changes include:
The End of the Ice Age: 
A Melting Arctic
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I learned a signiﬁ cant lesson from this conference: 
that there is a total disengagement between 
the world’s view of the Arctic region and the 
indigenous view of it. We have a lot more to learn 
before we can make any decisions on resources. 
— Mr. Reynir Gislason, International Freight Shipping”
“
Dr. Wieslaw Maslowski, Naval 
Postgraduate School, gave participants 
an overview of the scientifi c instruments 
used to measure sea ice melt, as well as 
the implications of these changes.
•  Global warming of up to 7.5 
degrees Fahrenheit globally3 and 
12.6 degrees Fahrenheit in the 
Arctic over the next 100 years,4 
which will occur regardless of 
any interventionary efforts.
•  Broken ice conditions, with ice 
clearing in the summers and 
refreezing in the winter months, 
making it perilous for indigenous 
people, wildlife, and vessels to 
navigate Arctic areas via land or sea.
•  The unknown impacts of resource 
development and shipping, 
which could increase the amount 
of pollution in the air and 
sea; ship exhaust alone could 
triple the Arctic’s ozone levels, 
making them comparable to 
industrialized regions.5
•  Air and water currents, which 
are carrying pollution into the 
Arctic region.
•  A thawing permafrost, which is 
releasing methane, a powerful 
greenhouse gas, which has hitherto 
been trapped below its surface.
According to Colonel David 
Smarsh, Chief of Staff of the 
Naval Postgraduate School and a 
meteorologist in the US Air Force, 
scientists need better tools for their 
assessments in order to create 
more accurate measures of ice 
loss, a comprehensive climate 
change survey, and a climate watch 
methodology to assess global 
warming’s full range of impacts at 
both the global and regional levels. 
These tools will enable scientists 
to provide political, military, and 
corporate decision makers with 
critical data so that they can 
understand and model the long-term 
environmental consequences of their 
actions. Some of the research entities 
already working on Arctic ice melt 
and other issues include the North 
American Ice Service, a cooperative 
venture between the United States 
and Canadian Governments; the US 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration; the US Naval 
Postgraduate School; and Russia P.P. 
Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, 
among others. ••
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THE END OF THE ICE AGE: A MELTING ARCTIC
Scientists are using satellite and submersible imagery to obtain a clearer picture of the full 
extent of Arctic ice melt. In the summer of 2007, the perennial ice cover reached the lowest 
extent on record, as depicted above. The line graph depicts ice loss from 1979 to 2008. 
Source: Goddard Space Flight Center, National Air and Space Administration.
Arctic Sea Ice Concentration Map 
As of September 2007
Rapid ice loss and warming oceans are 
disrupting the Arctic region’s complex 
ecosystem and natural habitats, 
causing species to migrate, mutate, 
or disappear. On various panels, Mr. 
Carroll Muffett, Deputy Campaigns 
Director of Greenpeace USA; Ms. Ree 
Brennin, Environmental Consultant at 
Northernsprings Inc.; and indigenous 
leaders Chief Joe Linklater, Chair of 
Gwich’in Council International; Ms. 
Aaju Peter, Culturalist at the Nunavut 
Department of Education; and Ms. 
Bridget Larocque, Executive Director 
of the Gwich’in Council International, 
described how environmental 
warming is creating devastating 
effects on Arctic wildlife: reducing 
animals’ food sources, forcing 
migration to more hospitable climes, 
and rendering them vulnerable to 
a wide array of predators. Beluga 
whales, which are air-breathing 
mammals, are at greater risk for 
getting trapped close to shore by 
moving ice and falling prey to hunters 
or polar bears, said Ms. Brennin. Ice 
dwellers, such as walruses; ringed, 
ribbon, and spotted seals; and polar 
bears are decreasing in number, 
as winters shorten, ice habitats 
disappear, and food scarcity causes 
animals to starve. 
Species Stress
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The Arctic is a natural laboratory to explore how 
systems react to global warming in the absence of 
other threats. We have been managing ecosystems 
one species at a time. The Arctic affords us with the 
opportunity to look at ecosystems holistically. 
                      — Mr. Carroll Muffett, Greenpeace”
“
The polar bear’s plight has attracted 
international media attention, as food-
stressed animals wander further inland, 
suffer reduced breeding weights, and 
increasingly drown when they cannot  
reach polar ice.
The polar bear has become a 
compelling media symbol of the 
vanishing Arctic ice cap. A 2007 US 
Geological Survey report stated 
that as many as two-thirds of the 
world’s polar bears may be lost by 
the middle of the century, with the 
species going extinct by the end 
of the century,6 as polar bears lose 
access to the sea ice they depend on 
for hunting, denning, migration, and 
safety. Globally, 20 to 30 percent 
of the world’s species are at risk of 
extinction if temperatures increase 
even 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius,7
a gain that seems a certainty 
according to scientifi c projections. 
Above and beneath the ice, Arctic 
species are at risk as commercial 
fi shing fl eets compete with marine 
predators for large fi sh stocks. 
According to Ms. Brennin, “Humans 
have been vacuuming up seafood, 
removing up to 90 percent of 
large fi sh from our oceans. As 
a consequence, a lot of marine 
mammals are getting food-stressed.”
While scientists and indigenous people 
have observed, and in some cases 
documented, the impacts of climate 
change on Arctic wildlife — from 
herds thinning due to starvation or 
the inability to breed, to unexpected 
migratory patterns, to new species 
mutations and disease susceptibility 
— such observations have not yielded 
the comprehensive data that would 
enable them to create a baseline. As 
such, it is impossible to measure the 
full range of impacts. In addition, 
the research community does not 
yet understand the impacts of 
potential oil and gas development 
in the Arctic region. These activities 
will create seismic disturbances and 
noise pollution, cause a growing 
bioaccumulation of chemicals, and 
could create large-scale damage 
in the event of an oil spill. As a 
consequence, some environmentalists 
advocate a multi-year moratorium on 
Arctic resource development, allowing 
scientists to develop the hard data 
needed for policy making and resource 
development. Historically, sea ice has 
served not only as a natural barrier, 
but as a ‘de facto shield,’” said Mr. 
Presenters from the environmental community stated that unchecked commercial fi shing would 
stress the arctic’s fragile ecosystem and could lead to the irrevocable loss of vital fi sh stocks.
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Muffett. “If that shield disappears, 
it needs to be replaced with a 
protective law.” 
While some species are 
addressed by regulations, there 
is no comprehensive regulatory 
framework that protects Arctic 
wildlife. Environmentalists suggested 
different approaches to solving that 
dilemma. Environmental issues, such 
as pollution, need to be addressed by 
national powers, said Ms. Brennin, but 
indigenous people should be integrally 
involved as co-managers in decisions 
involving Arctic wildlife. Mr. Muffett 
went a step further, recommending 
the creation of a protected 
geographic zone that would be 
kept free from all human incursion. 
Greenpeace has already advocated 
for the designation of Bering Sea 
canyons as marine heritage zones to 
protect the fragile coldwater corals 
that exist there. Activist actions of 
this type often draw indigenous ire, 
as native peoples seek to protect 
their access to Arctic wildlife, which 
serves as both a food source and a 
means of generating income. 
FISHERIES
The Arctic plays host to one of the 
world’s richest natural fi sheries: 
Two of its regions, the Bering Sea 
and Bristol Bay, are highly bio-
productive, averaging 17 tons of 
fi sh per catch.8 The Bering Sea 
teems with pollock, cod, crab, 
and salmon; Baffi n Bay with 
shrimp and turbot; the Barents 
Sea with cod, capelin, and crab. 
Additionally, new fi sheries north 
of the Beaufort Gyro could provide 
rich stores of pollock, crab, and 
salmon.9 Commercial fi shing is a 
vital industry, providing food to the 
world’s people and contributing 
signifi cant revenues to Arctic state 
economies. Arctic fi sh represent 26 
percent of Russia’s fi sh production, 
according to Mr. Oleg Rykov, 
Fisheries Attaché to the Russian 
Embassy to the United States. 
With its untapped waters, the 
heretofore ice-covered north could 
provide untold new resources for 
commercial fi sheries. However, it 
is also at risk for over-exploitation. 
Mr. Ed Cassano, Deputy Director 
of the Center for the Future of 
the Oceans at the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium, warned that some fi sh 
populations may be irrecoverable 
if they are overfi shed. Commercial 
fi sheries need to consider not just 
market potential, but also their 
impact on the environment and local 
communities. In the Arctic’s complex 
ecosystem, dwindling fi sh stocks can 
have reverberations up and down 
Mr. Carroll Muffett from Greenpeace presents an environmentalist’s perspective on the impact 
of climate change on fragile Arctic ecosystems, mammals, and marine life.
With its untapped waters, the heretofore  
   ice-covered north could provide untold new 
      resources for commercial ﬁ sheries. 





the food chain, creating food stress 
for both predators and humans alike. 
Captain Michael Inman, Chief of the 
Response Division for the Seventeenth 
District for the US Coast Guard stated 
that fi sh “don’t recognize maritime 
boundary lines,” and may migrate to 
new waters, while invasive species 
move in and further weaken stressed 
Arctic fi sh stocks. As a consequence, 
fi sheries need to design sustainable 
harvesting practices, allowing fi sh 
populations to replenish themselves. 
In addition, they need to minimize 
other human impacts that can 
negatively impair sea life. Experts 
recommend enforcing reduced 
catches until scientists are able 
to model the long-term impact of 
commercial fi shing on the Arctic. 
The United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is 
a powerful platform for creating 
international agreements for Arctic 
fi sheries and providing protection for 
sensitive sea areas. In addition, the 
US and Russian Coast Guards have 
an excellent history of cooperating 
on this issue. In fact, Captain Inman 
suggested that the two nations’ 
effective cooperation on fi sheries 
could provide a model for nations 
seeking to develop collaborative 
relationships and negotiate other 
high-stakes Arctic issues. ••
Excerpts from the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea article defi ning the 
continental shelf rights of coastal states. 
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United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Seas Article 76: 
Deﬁ nition of the Continental Shelf
  Par agraph ➊   The continental shelf of a coastal State 
comprises the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas 
that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the 
natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge 
of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical 
miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the 
territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the 
continental margin does not extend up to that distance.
   Par agraph ❸ The continental margin comprises the submerged prolongation of the land mass of the coastal 
State, and consists of the seabed and subsoil of the shelf, the 
slope and the rise. It does not include the deep ocean ﬂ oor 
with its oceanic ridges or the subsoil thereof.
       Par agraph ❺ The ﬁ xed points comprising the line of the outer limits of the continental shelf on the seabed, drawn in 
accordance with paragraph 4 (a)(i) and (ii), either shall not 
exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from which 
the breadth of the territorial sea is measured or shall not 
exceed 100 nautical miles from the 2,500 metre isobath, 
which is a line connecting the depth of 2,500 metres.
Indigenous peoples have lived 
for generations on the ice, using 
hunting and subsistence farming to 
provide for their needs in a physical 
environment so extreme it has often 
been characterized as the fourth 
world, said Mr. Barry Zellen, Research 
Director of the Arctic Security Project 
for the Naval Postgraduate School. 
With limited economic resources, 
indigenous peoples’ livelihoods are 
necessarily dependent on the natural 
resources that surround them. 
In the past two decades, Arctic 
indigenous peoples have gained 
political power as they fought for 
land rights and self-government. 
Victories include Canada’s land 
settlement with the Inuits and Inupiat 
land claim actions in Alaska. In 
both cases, indigenous peoples won 
clear title to surface and subsurface 
rights to the land, protecting their 
rights to establish communities, 
practice cultural customs, and 
control development. Canada’s 
1999 settlement with the Inuit 
tribe established the self-governing 
territory of Nunavut, which occupies 
a fi fth of the country’s land mass. In 
addition, indigenous peoples serve 
as permanent participants of the 
Arctic Council, an intergovernmental 
forum set up to facilitate 
cooperative decision making on 
Indigenous Rights
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The First Nation’s respect and reverence 
for the land should inﬂ uence us all, as well 
as its peoples’ belief that all decisions 
are ultimately moral ones.
      —  Mr. William W. Monning, California State 
Assembly (27th District) and Global Majority 
”
“
Chief Joe Linklater of Gwich’in Council 
International and Culturalist Ms. Aaju Peter 
of the Nunavut Department of Education 
offered an indigenous perspective on the 
economic and cultural challenges the 
melting Arctic is posing. They also provided 
cautionary warnings about the impact 
of natural resource development on the 
fragile Arctic habitat.  
the environmental protection and 
sustainable development of the 
Arctic. Aboriginal members include 
the Aleut International Association, 
Arctic Athabaskan Council, Gwich’in 
Council International, the Inuit 
Circumpolar Council, Russian 
Association of Indigenous Peoples 
of the North, and The Saami Council. 
Across the Arctic region, indigenous 
people are watching environmental 
changes fi rsthand. Traditional hunting 
and fi shing methods are no longer 
providing historic yields, as species 
migrate or die off, while broken ice 
conditions, due to Arctic ice melt or 
the incursion of icebreakers, make 
it dangerous to hunt and travel on 
the ice. For these peoples, who 
have traditionally defi ned wealth 
as their ability to hunt and trap, 
an entire way of life is in peril. 
Indigenous leaders Chief Linklater, 
Ms. Peter, and Ms. Larocque spoke 
about the devastating changes that 
are occurring in the region. From 
smaller herds of caribou migrating 
to new breeding grounds, to starving 
polar bears traveling inland for 
food, visual evidence of climate 
changes abound. “Our culture and 
traditions depend on access to food 
and water. They must be protected,” 
said Ms. Larocque. While indigenous 
people have always been adaptable, 
using traditional knowledge and 
practical skills to survive in extreme 
weather conditions and protect 
their livelihoods, they can no longer 
keep pace with the rapidly changing 
environment. As a consequence, 
indigenous people see their way of 
life as under attack, both from the 
physical elements and other nations, 
who seek to exploit the Arctic’s 
valuable resources or dictate the 
terms under which they will be used. 
While many nations have signaled 
interest in accessing the Arctic 
region’s energy and mineral 
resources, Chief Linklater took issue 
with the “Southern” perspective 
that resource development is a 
foregone conclusion. “That is not 
something that aboriginal people 
are all that interested in. If we 
Dr. Tatsushi Arai, an International Advisory Board member of Global Majority, shares insights 
with a participant.  
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Indigenous people see their way of life
    as under attack, both from the physical 
       elements and other nations. ‘Our culture 
           and traditions depend on access to 
                food and water. They must be protected.’






We feel like the North is viewed as a 
     resource basket for the South.
              —  Chief Joe Linklater, 
Gwich’in Council International
”“
want development, it has to be 
sustainable,” said Chief Linklater. 
“We feel like the North is viewed as 
a resource basket for the South.” 
Chief Linklater stressed that 
Northern lands and seas have more 
than economic value to their people; 
they also have spiritual and health-
giving value. “Aboriginal values are 
about keeping the environment clean 
and healthy,” he said. These values 
are now under siege, putting the 
future of indigenous communities 
at risk. Chief Linklater said that 
many of his nation’s young people 
no longer feel that settling in their 
communities is a viable option 
and few are returning to pursue 
traditional lifestyles. However, 
the idea that indigenous people 
can be intimidated or coerced into 
leaving ancestral lands, so that 
Southerners can exploit resources, is 
a misperception. “We refuse to pack 
up and move,” said Ms. Larocque. 
“We need partners, not enemies.”
While environmentalists, with their 
respect for preserving land and 
wildlife, would seem to have much 
in common with indigenous people, 
Chief Linklater took issue with the 
common assumption that the two 
groups have identical perspectives. 
Sometimes their priorities overlap 
— as when the two sides united 
to protect the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge — but their motives 
may still differ. The Gwich’in 
fought to conserve this Alaskan 
wilderness area to protect their 
right to fi sh, hunt, and trap, not 
because of environmental idealism. 
Environmentalist and indigenous 
agendas have signifi cantly diverged 
in other areas as well. Indigenous 
people do not want polar bears 
listed as endangered species, 
because they hunt them for food 
and are occasionally forced to kill 
them when the bears wander into 
their communities. More broadly, 
indigenous peoples view hunting 
quotas and fur trapping restrictions 
as an attack on their cultural rights. 
Ms. Peter questioned the European 
Union decision to ban sales of fur, a 
regulation she said impinged on Inuit 
rights. “It is the Inuits who should 
dictate these decisions, not the 
European Union,” argued Ms. Peter. 
Indigenous people gained political 
savvy and power, as well as a deep 
understanding of the assets they 
possess, during their struggle for 
land rights, skills they are bringing 
to bear in this time of great 
environmental change. “We own the 
mines and assets that the South is 
trying to get,” said Chief Linklater. 
“We can tie things up in court. We 
can infl uence decisions that are 
made. The indigenous perspective 
Participants were encouraged to create innovative, cross-community solutions to the critical 
challenges posed by the melting Arctic ice cap. 
needs to be carefully considered, 
because any decisions that are made 
will have an impact on our peoples.” 
In Canada, indigenous legislation 
supersedes federal legislation for the 
Nunavut territory, giving leaders a 
powerful trump card to play. 
However, the participation of 
indigenous peoples in international 
decision making need not be 
adversarial. With their rich trove of 
traditional knowledge, indigenous 
people can serve as a vital resource 
to scientists and others seeking to 
deepen their understanding of the 
Arctic region. That is a viewpoint 
that is gaining favor with other 
groups, including scientists and 
environmentalists. “Traditional 
and scientifi c knowledge work best 
when they are used together in a 
complementary fashion,” said Mr. 
Casson Trenor, Director of Business 




Ms. Aaju Peter, a culturalist with the Nunavut 
Department of Education, performs a 
traditional Inuit welcoming ceremony, 
lighting a soapstone lamp that is 
fueled by seal oil.
We will live with the impacts 
   of climate change for 
     generations to come.




With very few land formations 
in the Arctic region, the 
geopolitical issues facing nations 
are primarily maritime in nature, 
said Dr. Rob Huebert, Associate 
Professor at the University of 
Calgary. Dr. Huebert provided 
a primer on the fi ve maritime 
disputes currently pending 
among nations, two of which 
involve navigation issues; the 
other three center around 
continental shelf disputes. 
At the heart of navigation disputes 
is the issue of whether two highly 
desirable future waterways are 
internal or international passages. 
If designated as internal waterways, 
then countries with sovereign 
rights will be able to determine 
environmental standards and 
navigation rights. If they are 
determined to be international 
waterways, then governing shipping 
bodies will make these same 
determinations. Canada has laid 
claim to the Northwest Passageway 
by virtue of historic title, while 
Russia has made the same claim to 
the Northern Sea Route. The United 
States has contested both countries’ 
claims. The Northwest Passage is a 
waterway of strategic importance 
since it will ultimately offer shippers 




National tensions over Arctic waterways 
and continental shelves mask a larger-scale 
dispute: Who owns the Arctic?”
“
Governments around the world are 
increasingly investing in ice-capable 
ships to improve their ability to navigate 
perilous waters fi lled with moveable ice, 
as well as to enforce national claims to 
Arctic waters and natural resources.
shipping route across the globe 
when the ice fi nally clears. These 
navigation claims, or others that 
develop, could create security 
threats or political ill will between 
nations if countries’ freedom of 
navigation is compromised and 
they issue a political challenge. At 
present, Canada is permitting free 
access to the Northwest Passage, 
providing ships adhere to relevant 
regulations, but Russia’s demands 
created an incident where US 
icebreakers in the Northern Sea were 
forced to turn around to avoid a 
political showdown. 
Meanwhile, countries with Arctic 
coastlines are submitting claims 
to their continental shelves, sea 
boundaries which typically extend 
200 nautical miles beyond natural 
land promulgations, but under 
certain conditions could extend up to 
350 nautical miles. The reason why 
these boundaries are critical is that 
states also gain sovereign rights to 
the natural resources within these 
coastal demarcations. The Beaufort 
Sea Dispute, a disagreement over 
the US-Canada maritime boundary 
north of Alaska and Yukon, is a 
very important issue, as geologists 
believe the contested area, which 
encompasses some 6,250 square 
nautical miles, contains substantial 
oil and gas reserves. The Lincoln 
Sea dispute between Canada and 
Denmark, which involves two tiny 
maritime zones of 31 and 34 square 
nautical miles, is a confl ict that 
could be resolved “over a Danish and 
coffee,” said Dr. Huebert, if there 
were political will to do so. 
In the Barents Sea, Russia has drawn 
a boundary that extends almost to 
the North Pole; such a boundary 
could encompass energy reserves, 
as well as impede other countries’ 
ability to pursue fi shing rights. 
With the Arctic’s extreme weather 
conditions and impenetrability, 
maritime boundaries have not been 
a great priority to date; however, 
the promise of accessible waterways 
and natural resources has changed 
that. From planting a Russian fl ag at 
the bottom of the North Pole, as a 
scientist in a submersible did in 2007, 
to landing military forces on the tiny 
rock outcropping that constitutes 
Hans Island, as the Danes did in 2002 
and 2003, global powers are making 
political statements about their 
determination to pursue rights to 
Arctic regions and resources.
Since countries have up to 10 
years to submit claims, it will 
be years before UNCLOS can 
evaluate claims and supporting 
scientifi c evidence to make fi nal 
determinations. UNCLOS provides 
the legal mechanism to resolve 
potential confl ict over such issues as 
territorial seas, defi ne continental 
shelves, ensure innocent passage 
through state-controlled areas, and 
create enforcement mechanisms for 
punishing legal violations. 
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States that can stake claim to far-reaching continental 
     shelves also gain sovereign rights to the natural 
             resources within these coastal demarcations.”
“
Dr. Rob Huebert, Associate Professor at the University of Calgary, provided an overview on the 
transnational maritime disputes pending over Arctic territories and waterways.
International waters, on the other 
hand, are addressed by a confusing 
mishmash of maritime organizations 
and legislation, including UNCLOS’s 
Article 197, not yet ratifi ed by 
the United States, which calls 
for international cooperation on 
protection and preservation of 
the marine environment; and the 
regulations of the International 
Maritime Organization, a specialized 
agency of the United Nations, which 
mandates minimum standards for 
shippers that may not guarantee 
the safety and physical integrity of 
sea craft. Since no single state has 
the authority to issue regulations 
governing the high seas, it will 
require international consensus 
to implement and enforce new 
standards. Speakers stressed the 
need for regulations to govern 
shipping for the high seas, and 
ensure that craft, from oil tankers to 
freighters, are held to high building 
and operating standards. 
While the United States has yet to 
make strong political declarations, 
it is examining Arctic priorities 
against its Maritime Strategy, said 
Mr. Alcides Ortiz, Senior Advisor 
for Policy, Offi ce of the Secretary, 
US Navy. The Maritime Strategy 
mandates that the US must be able 
to protect itself against attack, 
ensure freedom of navigation, 
carry out military operations, and 
control its borders and territory, 
among other priorities. Recognizing 
that the Arctic region is a strategic 
military transit point, the US Navy 
is studying its ice capabilities and 
needs. Other navies, including those 
from Russia, Norway, and Canada, 
are already purchasing greater 
numbers of ice-capable sea craft. 
SECURITY CONCERNS
With its vast breadth, remoteness, 
variable weather, and moving ice, 
the Arctic region represents a major 
security challenge. Conference 
speakers, including Colonel Smarsh 
and Captain Inman, discussed 
the diffi culty of responding to a 
mass casualty event or emergency 
situation, given the Arctic 
region’s total lack of physical and 
communications infrastructure 
and the US’s small number of ice-
breakers. Alaska, where the US 
Coast Guard maintains a presence, 
has only one major road that dates 
to World War II, limited ports, and 
a single aviation facility for fi xed 
wing aircraft. “There’s a tyranny 
of distances,” said Captain Inman; 
it would take the US Coast Guard 
anywhere from three hours to eight 
days to respond to a mass casualty 
event, depending on whether it 
deployed a C-130 airplane or sent 
ships stationed in the Bering Sea. 
Canada and Russia have better-
developed infrastructures, with 
Russia boasting ports that are ice-
free year-round.
With increasing traffi c in the Arctic 
region, ranging from adventurers, to 
cruise ships, to military forces, the 
need for state-of-the-art search and 
rescue capacity is growing. Civilian 
vessels may be ill-prepared for 
high seas, having failed to conduct 
upfront planning or adapt ships to 
meet federal requirements. Yet 
traffi c is increasing: More than 1.5 
million tourists visit the polar region 
annually.10 The world’s navies will 
need to invest in greater ice-capable 
ships if they are to keep pace with 
search and rescue demands and 
position themselves effectively for a 
greater military presence; currently, 
Russia leads with 18, while the 
United States lags with three.11 
To model the impacts of different 
security incidents, several nations 
participated in an Arctic Marine 
Incidents Workshop, sponsored 
by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration in March 
2008. Participants, who included 
representatives from Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Russia, 
South Africa, and the United States, 
explored the impact of such incidents 
as the grounding of a cruise ship in 
the Davis Strait, the grounding of a 
barge laden with explosives in the 
Bering Strait, a tanker and fi shing 
vessel collision in the Barents Sea, 
an ore carrier sinking near the 
North Pole, and the collision and 
Two participants offer new strategies for considering and balancing competing national, industrial, 
indigenous, and scientifi c priorities for the Arctic.
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burning of a mobile drilling rig and 
its support ships in the Beaufort Sea. 
“We need to plan and prepare for an 
accident like the Exxon Valdez or the 
MS Prinsendam. We don’t want an 
accident like either one of those to 
be our call to action in the Arctic,” 
said Captain Inman. 
Experts are also studying different 
Arctic security scenarios, ranging 
from the creation of a polar 
preserve, where strict regulations 
and low demand created a 
shipping-free eco preserve, to an 
Arctic race, where high demand 
and unstable governance create 
a free-for-all, as states and 
commercial entities rush to seize 
Arctic resources. A resource grab, 
or “Cold Rush” as Vanity Fair 
magazine recently described it, 
could lead to a surge in security 
issues, from boundary violations, 
to a greater number of search 
and rescue missions, to resource 
ban enforcements, placing a huge 
strain on military resources. Of 
equal importance, indigenous 
people’s rights to economic 
and cultural security would be 
severely compromised. 
Speakers urged the global community 
to address security concerns by 
instituting shipping standards, 
creating uniform governance for 
Arctic operations for the world’s 
navies, strengthening passenger ship 
safety standards, and implementing a 
comprehensive agreement for Arctic 
search and rescue. In addition, if 
the world’s navies and coast guards 
expand Arctic operations, they will 
need to consider the environmental 
impact of their missions and work 
actively to reduce their footprint. ••
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Maritime Jurisdiction and 
Boundaries in the Arctic Region
Source: International Boundaries Research 
Unit, Durham University. The map and an 
accompanying report are available online at: 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ibru/resources/arctic/.
Energy development is driven by a 
wide array of political, corporate, 
economic, and environmental 
priorities. Nation states seek to 
diversify their energy sources 
to reduce their dependence on 
foreign providers, while maximizing 
their own natural resources. 
Corporations consider research 
and development investments 
against market realities and their 
own reserves, while scouting for 
new geographies with the greatest 
potential for discovering untapped 
reserves. Investors, from institutions 
to individual shareholders, push 
energy companies to maximize 
profi tability. Indigenous land owners 
seek to be compensated fairly for 
their assets and serve as decision 
making partners, when they do 
choose to engage with external 
entities on development projects. 
And a wide array of stakeholders, 
including special interest groups and 
members of the public, want energy 
development to be conducted in a 
safe, environmentally savvy manner, 
minimizing the impact on the 
land and local wildlife. The Arctic 
region, with its unknown breadth 
of oil and gas reserves, offers 
great potential, but its daunting 
and remote physical environment 




The Arctic region, with its unknown 
breadth of oil and gas reserves, offers 
great potential, but its daunting and 
remote physical environment presents 
special technological considerations.”
“
Mr. William W. Monning, California State 
Assembly (27th District) and Global 
Majority, presented the conference 
keynote address, calling for the 




considerations. Chief among them: 
reducing environmental damage 
from oil and gas production, 
reducing spill risks, and improving 
cleanup technologies and techniques 
to minimize pollution and harm to 
Arctic wildlife. 
A recent US Geological Survey 
publication on Arctic energy 
sources estimated that there are 
90 billion barrels of oil, 1,669 
trillion cubic feet of natural gas, 
and 44 billion barrels of natural 
gas liquids to be discovered in the 
Arctic.12 The agency’s scientifi c 
experts believe that the Arctic 
region could hold 22 percent 
of the world’s undiscovered, 
technically recoverable resources, 
including 13 percent of its oil, 30 
percent of its natural gas, and 20 
percent of its natural gas liquids.13 
The majority, or 84 percent of 
these resources, would be found 
offshore, increasing the cost, 
risk, and technical complexity 
of recovery. Arctic minerals that 
could be extracted from land and 
sea include manganese, copper, 
nickel, cobalt, and zinc. Without 
regulation, the fi nancial and 
political opportunities presented 
by such a rich resource base could 
lead to unchecked competition.
Ms. Jodi King, Chairperson of 
the Bakersfi eld Chapter of the 
American Petroleum Institute, 
reminded audience members that 
oil exploration in the Arctic is not a 
foregone conclusion. Companies are 
strongly driven by fi nancial factors: 
If market demand and commodity 
prices sink, then companies may 
not be motivated to undertake 
costly exploration in the Arctic. In 
addition, technologies need to be 
able to support complex drilling 
requirements, as offshore drilling 
typically occurs at great depths.
The US oil and gas industries are 
governed by strict health, safety, 
and environmental requirements, 
said Ms. King. “Rather than looking 
at oil and gas production as a 
scapegoat, we should share critical 
data. There has been an unfair share 
of fi nger pointing. The regulations 
on industry companies are much 
higher and more stringent than for 
the other industries.” However, Ms. 
King conceded that not all national 
enterprises follow US standards, and 
thus there is a need for international 
regulation and enforcement to 
ensure all companies use the same 
high quality operating procedures 
and adhere to the same rigid health, 
safety, and environmental standards. 
Oil drilling and production 
technologies have matured in the 
past few decades, said Ms. King. A 
company developing Prudhoe Bay 
today would occupy only 2,000 
Much of the Arctic’s undiscovered, technically recoverable natural resources lie offshore, 
presenting logistical challenges to the commercial and national interests seeking to exploit them.  
acres instead of the 5,000-acre site 
the project occupies, a projection 
other speakers contested as 
inaccurate. With new development 
tools and procedures, oil and gas 
companies have improved their 
operations, scaled down their 
physical footprint, and enhanced 
waste reduction and disposal. In 
addition, members of the American 
Petroleum Institute follow strict 
guidelines and submit to yearly 
audits, said Ms. King.
Environmentalists and indigenous 
leaders raised the specter of a large-
scale oil spill in the Arctic, a risk 
they said oil companies were not 
adequately addressing. At present, 
no proven cleanup strategy for most 
broken ice conditions exists, they 
said. Oil cannot be burned away 
and would have to be abandoned 
until enough ice melted to enable 
a large-scale cleanup. Abandoned 
oil could have devastating impacts 
on indigenous people, wildlife, and 
water quality. Risks for accidental 
large-scale spills at currently 
operating sites range from 25 
percent at the Northstar Oil Field14, 
a 15-year project, to 40 percent 
for the fi ve-year Chukchi Lease 
Sale.15 Believing that oil companies 
have not adequately addressed 
spill risks and cleanup limitations, 
the environmental community has 
contested oil exploration in the 
Beaufort Sea region and has a lawsuit 
pending over development plans for 
the Chukchi Sea. 
One entity that has been involved 
in studying ways to minimize the 
environmental risks of developing 
petroleum is Acona CMG, a 
Norwegian risk and technology 
management company. Mr. 
Andreas Jordell, a risk consultant 
and partner at the company, 
highlighted two different projects 
with the potential to reduce risks: 
sub-seabed tunnels and a data 
sharing endeavor. The company 
is studying the feasibility of 
building sub-seabed tunnels that 
would enable companies to drill 
and transport oil, safely contain 
oil well blowouts, and evacuate 
staff from offshore development 
projects located in areas with 
favorable geological conditions less 
than 50 kilometers from shore. Its 
second project, an open-source, 
web-based data system, could 
facilitate the sharing of up-to-date, 
information on Arctic biological, 
ice, seabed, and metaocean 
conditions, as well as energy 
infrastructure. The database could 
enable companies to identify 
knowledge gaps and ultimately 
analyze vast amounts of metadata, 
using semantic web technologies 
to identify important trends. A 
beta version, called the Arctic 
Geoportal, is being released in 
early 2009. To become mainstream, 
the database would need to be 
paired with a data standardization 
initiative and would require wide-
scale industry adoption. 
Various speakers and audience 
participants discussed the need for 
Breakout groups afforded participants with the opportunity to learn about the perspectives of 
the military, energy, indigenous, and environmental communities, among others. 
At present, no proven cleanup strategy 
for most broken ice conditions exists. As 
a consequence, an oil spill would have to 
be abandoned until enough oil melted to 




comprehensive oil and gas data: 
to understand the environmental 
impacts of drilling and large-scale 
development, model spill risks, and 
evaluate cleanup. Ms. King said a 
lot of this material was publicly 
accessible, but other speakers 
contested this assertion. “The 
proprietary nature of oil and gas 
data is a real challenge. I have made 
our development maps painstakingly 
project by project because there 
is no collective source for data,” 
stated Ms. Pamela Miller, Arctic 
Program Director of the Northern 
Alaska Environmental Center. 
Numerous conference speakers, 
representing a wide array of 
communities, called on the oil and 
gas industry to share their data with 
other communities. 
Indigenous peoples, whose lands 
would abut offshore development 
projects, fear the environmental 
impact of drilling, including 
spills, pollution, and beach 
erosion. Indigenous leaders said 
past development has already 
caused health problems, including 
respiratory distress, in tribal 
members. While some tribes and 
individuals are pro-development, 
seeing energy production as an 
important new source of revenue, 
others feel that the environmental 
costs and threat to their way of life 
are too high. 
Resisting Environmental Destruction 
on Indigenous Lands (REDOIL) is 
an Alaska native-run organization 
seeking to end oil production in 
sensitive Arctic areas and promote 
alternative energy. Mr. Robert 
Thompson, spokesperson for the 
group, said that climate change 
and Arctic ice melt are visual proof 
of why the world’s countries need 
to wean themselves off of fossil 
fuels and that abundant global oil 
reserves would buy time to explore 
new energy sources. However, 
nations need to fi nance research, 
developing and investing political will 
in making this a reality. The United 
States, which should be a leader on 
alternative energy, has historically 
lagged behind other nations. ••
Chief Joe Linklater and other indigenous leaders and activists called for an inclusion of Northern 
peoples in natural resource decision making.
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More than 80 percent of the 
world’s goods are moved in 20- or 
40-foot containers, said Mr. Reynir 
Gislason, President, International 
Freight Shipping. At the end of 
2007, shippers had transported 
96 million of these containers; by 
2024, that number is expected 
to reach 243 million.16 The 
increased demand for shipping, 
paired with volatile fuel costs and 
port and waterway congestion, 
are forcing shippers to look for 
new alternatives. “We look at 
shipping as a little river. Shipping 
always fl ows to the path of least 
resistance. If you remove the 
barriers, you can dictate how the 
river fl ows,” said Mr. Gislason. 
Shippers have a global 
perspective, looking beyond 
simple economic or market 
concerns, to other important 
issues, such as the rise of 
new national powers, shifting 
economic wealth, and trade 
imbalances, which impact what is 
shipped, where it is shipped, and 
how much it costs. 
A signifi cant melting of Arctic ice 
could open up the long-impassable 
Northern Sea Route, which could 
afford signifi cant advantages to the 
Shipping
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A signiﬁ cant melting of Arctic ice could open 
up the long-impassable Northern Sea Route, 
which could afford signiﬁ cant advantages 
to the shipping community by reducing the 
distance of ocean passages dramatically.”
“
Mr. Reynir Gislason, International 
Freight Shipping, offered an industry 
leader’s insights into the shipping 
opportunities that will be afforded by ice-
free waterways, which could potentially 
happen by the middle of the 21st century.
shipping community by reducing 
the distance of ocean passages 
dramatically. At 6,920 nautical 
miles, the Northern Sea Route is 
40 percent shorter than its closest 
competitor, the Suez Canal at 
11,073 nautical miles, and less than 
half the distance than a passage 
around the Cape of Good Hope at 
14,542 miles.17 In addition, the 
Northwest Passage, which was 
completely ice-free in 2007 for the 
fi rst time, and a polar route, which 
could clear by the end of the 21st 
century, could provide important 
new shipping lanes, especially 
during ice-free summers when 
shippers experience their
greatest bottlenecks. 
Obviously, a signifi cant increase 
in the number of shipping vessels 
passing through the Arctic region 
is not likely in the near-term. 
Icebreaker ships are improving, 
but at present they are too 
costly, slow, and undependable 
for commercial cargo which 
requires speed and accuracy. 
In addition, ice-bound vessels 
would likely be uninsurable. 
However, shippers will certainly 
compete for new routes when 
the waterways clear. As a 
consequence, governing bodies 
should plan for increased vessel 
traffi c, setting standards for ship 
building, emissions, and waste. 
At present, ships dump raw 
sewage, oily bilge water, 
and garbage in Arctic and 
other waters.
In addition, shippers need to work 
closely with Arctic peoples to 
make sure that their needs are 
considered and that international 
decisions preserve the local 
environment. Indigenous people 
depend upon supply ships for 
critical provisions, so there is 
incentive in both communities to 
work together on these issues. ••
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Source: Mr. Reynir Gislason, conference presentation. Statistic: poll of the top 1000 
multinational shippers.











The rapid rate at which the Arctic 
ice cap is melting is forcing a 
complex agenda onto the world’s 
stage, one that has myriad 
scientifi c, economic, environmental, 
cultural, and security implications. 
Global stakeholders are well aware 
that they are running out of time 
to address the challenges that are 
arising, as ice-free sea lanes provide 
new navigation routes and access 
to natural resources. Stakeholders 
must determine whose rights should 
prevail and how best to coordinate 
access and development.  
While no single entity will likely 
win the Arctic “Cold Rush,” 
there is a danger that nations 
and commercial entities will not 
adequately consider the long-term 
implications of their actions on 
the environment, peoples, and 
wildlife of the Arctic region. Short-
term decision making could have 
negative impacts on the Arctic 
region’s ecosystem. Stakeholders 
will need to leverage international 
and regional legal regulatory bodies 
and standard-setting organizations 
to determine what laws should 
govern commercial behavior and 
what standards and best practices 
should guide industry development 
of the region. Ultimately, 
Conclusion
25
We are in a period of great complexity and 
uncertainty. The changing Arctic could be an 
area of increasing competition and conﬂ ict, or 
it could present choices we can deal with in a 
cooperative fashion.
— Dr. Rob Huebert, University of Calgary”
“
On Thin Ice provided a call to 
action for creating the cooperative 
mechanisms required to facilitate 
multi-lateral decision making, as 
well as designing and enforcing 
new standards and regulations to 
protect the Arctic environment from 
unimpeded development.
stakeholders themselves will 
need to consider the long-term 
implications of climate change in 
the Arctic region. 
Given the potential for confl ict, it 
is imperative that these discussions 
begin now and include diverse voices, 
including nontraditional decision 
makers, whose perspectives are 
needed to help shape policy and 
set strategy for Arctic and non-
Arctic nations. Confl ict should be 
avoided by involving the full range 
of stakeholders early and often, 
using a wide array of negotiation 
and mediation techniques to align 
interests, and providing incentives 
that motivate compliance. Whatever 
the outcome of these discussions, one 
thing is clear: global warming will not 
wait for consensus building. Now is 
the time for engagement. ••
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